We believe by
strengthening our
trust, we are
empowered to
change the world.
What will we
solve together?
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Capabilities of blockchain for business.

SHARED LEDGER
Distributed system of
record shared across
business network

PERMISSIONING
Ensuring appropriate
visibility; transactions are
secure & authenticated

SMART CONTRACT
Business terms embedded
in database & executed
with transactions

CONSENSUS
Transactions are
endorsed by relevant
participants
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The certainty to solve
business challenges together.

Security
at Scale

Trusted
Expertise

Network
Convening Power

Enterprise-grade security and
control on a platform where
businesses and industries are
reinventing themselves

Reinventing business processes through
unrivaled industry and technical
knowledge as you start, accelerate and
innovate your blockchain network.

Bringing together an expansive partner
network of innovators, regulators
and suppliers to establish, join or run
your blockchain network.
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Leverage the unrivaled technology, expertise
and access of IBM Blockchain to create
impact at scale for your blockchain network.
IBM
Food Trust™
IBM
Blockchain
World Wire
Payments

Clearing & Settlement
Ledger
Connect

chainNetw
k
c
or
o
k
Bl
Services
Platform

Food safety

Global trade

GTD

Trade finance
we.trade
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The cost, size, and complexity of the world’s trading
ecosystems continue to grow

More than $16 trillion
in goods are shipped
across international
borders each year

80% of the goods
consumers use daily
are carried by the
ocean shipping industry

By reducing barriers
within the international
supply chain, global
trade could increase by
nearly 15%, boosting
economies and creating
jobs1

1) The World Economic Forum: Enabling Trade Valuing Growth Opportunities 2013
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Today: Global trade is hugely inefficient and burdened by paperbased processes
• Inconsistent information across organizational boundaries and blind
spots throughout the supply chain hinder the efficient flow of goods
• Complex, cumbersome, and costly peer-to-peer messaging
• Manual, time-consuming, paper-based processes
• Risk assessments often lack sufficient information; clearance
processes subject to fraud

Authority

Consignee

A single shipment of avocados from Mombasa to Rotterdam
involves 30 actors, 100+ people, and 200 information exchanges
Exporter

Authority

Terminal

Authority

Authority

Forwarder

Authority
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Tomorrow: we will bring to market a trade platform for containerized
shipping connecting the entire supply chain ecosystem
Inland Transportation

• GTD is an open and neutral industry platform that will
promote faster, more efficient and secure global trade
• Underpinned by Blockchain technology, GTD will bring
together a worldwide network of interconnected supply
chain participants and stitch together the highly
fragmented and disparate information spread across
the ecosystem today
• The result: an information backbone of the global
supply chain encompassing shipping milestones,
documents in structured and unstructured form,
customs filings, IoT data, and more
• With Blockchain technology at its core, the platform
will foster collaboration and trust across organizations
• The initial products being released on the platform are:
1. Shipping Information Pipeline
2. Paperless Trade

Shippers / Supply
Chain Actors

Customs
Brokers

Supply Chain
Visibility
Systems

Customs
Systems

Trade
Associations

GTD Platform:
Information backbone of
the global supply chain

Ports and
Terminals

Supply Chain /
Transportation
Management
Systems

Ocean
Carriers
Authorities

Freight
Forwarders
Port Community Systems; Terminal
Operating Systems
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Note: representative only;
not an exhaustive list

Packing
List

Bill of
Lading
Export
documentation
Advance
declaration
Pre-paid
invoice
Certificate of
Origin
Shipping
instructions
ISF
Geography
specific
certificate
Dangerous Goods
Declaration
Cargo
specific
certificate
Customs
Clearance

Inland
Transportation

Container tracking
ended

ATA empty
container at depot

Future JV Products and Services

Empty container
picked up from
stripping location

3PL Service
Providers

Empty container
ready for pick-up

Authorities

Packed container
stripped at inland
location

Export

Seal removed

ATA packed container
at stripping location

ETA packed
container at stripping
location

Port / Terminal

Gate out packed
container from
terminal import

Packed container
discharged at import
terminal
Estimated gate out
of packed container
from terminal import

Authorities

ATA packed
container at import
terminal

Paperless Trade

Container selected
for inspection

Import documentation
cleared

Estimated discharge
time for packed
container at import
terminal

Temperature update

ETA packed container
at import terminal

ATD packed container
from export terminal

Container ready to load

Port / Terminal

Export documentation
cleared

Shipping Information Pipeline

ETD packed
container from export
terminal
Packed container
loaded

Gate in full at
terminal export

Inland
Transportation

Estimated gate in for
packed container at
terminal export

ATD Packed container
from stuffing site

Container sealed

3PL Service
Providers

VGM submitted

Container stuffing
completed at inland
location

ATA Empty container
at stuffing site

Exporter /
Consignor

ETA empty
container at stuffing
site

Empty container
picked up from depot

Start container
tracking

The platform follows the flow of cargo from source to destination and
connects the various enterprises involved in the shipment
Import
Importer /
Consignee

Global Trade Digitization Platform
Future Third Party / ISV Products and
Services

Not exhaustive list of Events tracked by platform

Commercial
Invoice
Import
documentation
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The ecosystem will include the network members, clients, and offering
providers
Provide and gain access to end-toend supply chain information

Primary consumers and
beneficiaries of the platform

– Ocean carriers

– Shippers (BCOs, retailers,
manufacturers, etc.)

– Ports and terminals
– Government authorities
– Inland transportation

Network
Members

Clients
GTD
Platform

– 3rd party data providers

Offer value added services to the ecosystem
through a platform marketplace

Applications
Marketplace

– Freight forwarders, customs
brokers, 3PL
– Network Members
– Financial institutions

– Shipping Information Pipeline and
Paperless Trade
– Offerings from third party ISVs
– Offerings from Network Members
and Clients
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A global network of interconnected shipping corridors will link ports and terminals,
authorities, ocean carriers, inland transportation, 3PLs, shippers, and other actors
Ports and
Terminals

Provide information about the disposition of shipments within the boundaries of the port / terminal
Benefit from pre-built connections to shipping lines and other actors, end-to-end visibility across shipping corridors,
and real-time access to more information to enrich port collaboration and improve terminal planning
Provide information about the disposition of shipments across the ocean leg

Ocean Carriers
Government
Authorities
Inland
Transportation

Benefit from reduced customer service and network integration cost, less revenue leakage, and less mis-declared
cargo due to a digital audit trail of end-to-end shipment events and source documents
Provide information about the export and import clearance status for shipments into and out of the country
Benefit from more informed risk assessments, better information sharing, less manual paperwork, and easier
connections to national single window platforms
Provide information on the disposition of shipments carried on trucks, rail, barges, etc.
Benefit from improved planning and utilization of assets (e.g., less queuing) given real-time access to end-to-end
supply chain events for shipments
Engage with the platform as a consumer of shipping information and user of paperless trade

Shippers
Freight
Forwarders / 3PL

Benefit from a streamlined and improved supply chain allowing for greater predictability, early notification of issues,
full transparency to validate fees and surcharges, and less safety stock inventory
Provide the transportation plan, inland transportation events, information on intermodal handoffs, and document filings
Benefit from pre-built connections to the ecosystem, improved tools for customs clearance brokerage function,
and real-time access to the end–to-end supply chain data to improve effectiveness of track-and-trace tools
Engage with the platform as a consumer of supply chain information

Financial Services

Benefit from access to a definitive, real-time, and immutable source of information for trade finance and trade
insurance
The establishment of the joint venture remain subject to receipt of regulatory approvals. None of the information provided in this document
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Together we can move the industry forward
Blockchain changes the game

Never before could disparate entities securely and
confidently process paperwork filings digitally

Designed from the ground up as an industry
platform shaped by the ecosystem

The platform is designed to be open to all industry
players; an Industry Advisory Board will ensure we
continuously improve based on ongoing, regular input
and feedback

We are moving fast

We know that speed and scale are critical and building
the network is the key to success

Strong support from IBM, Maersk, and Network
Members

IBM and Maersk and Network Members have the global
reach, executive support, and ability to execute in
markets around the world

Why IBM and Maersk are investing in this venture
Lead rather than react: The digital transformation of global
shipping, like other industries before it, is going to happen
one way or another, and both companies want to lead the
way rather than react to that change
Grow the pie: For Maersk, a more efficient trading
ecosystem will drive economic growth, resulting in increased
demand for shipping services
Accelerate Blockchain adoption: IBM believes in and is
investing in Blockchain and sees the global supply chain as
a significant opportunity to drive more widespread adoption
Improve performance: As a large network member, Maersk
expects to realize significant cost savings and improved
customer service by connecting to the platform
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PLATFORM
DETAILS
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Blockchain addresses the underlying challenges inherent in
collaborating across a distributed, fragmented supply chain ecosystem
Hyperledger Fabric: the use of a shared replicated, permissioned ledger ensures consensus,
provenance, immutability and finality
Append-only distributed system of record
shared across business network
A network of industry participants maintains a
distributed, permissioned ledger with copies of
document filings, relevant supply chain events,
authority approval status, and full audit history;
every change results in a new, immutable
block.

Shared
ledger

Smart
contract

Business terms embedded in transaction
database & executed with transactions
The export and import documentation
requirements and authority approvals are preprogrammed and built into Blockchain and
distributed to and endorsed by the network

Ensuring appropriate visibility; transactions
are secure, authenticated & verifiable

Transactions are endorsed by relevant
participants

Cryptography enables permissioned access so
only the parties participating in a
specific shipment can submit, edit
or approve related data

Information such as documentation filings and
authority approvals can only be changed if
endorsed by the parties taking part in the
shipment; full audit history maintained on the
Blockchain

Privacy

Trust
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Solution architecture
GTD Clients
Country Authorities

Ocean Carriers

Traders

Freight Forwarders

Ports and Terminals

Inland Transportation

Financial Services

Others

GTD Applications Marketplace

• Secure access to a collective view of
global supply chain information
• A global network of known,
permissioned, and onboarded supply
chain participants
• The means to digitally automate
collaboration across the ecosystem
• An open platform enabling the
development of a marketplace of supply
chain applications

Shipping
Information
Pipeline

Future GTD
Offerings

Paperless Trade

Third-party ISV
Offerings

GTD Participant
Offerings

GTD Platform
Platform API

Platform Services

Channel 2

Channel 3

Channel …

Blockchain
Network

Channel 1

Platform
Doc
Stores

Platform
components

GTD Network
Ocean
Carriers

Ports and
Terminals

Country
Authorities

External
Doc
Stores

Inland
Transport

3PL, Other

Participant and
third party
components
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The blockchain network topology will ensure segregation across ocean
carriers
GTD

Ocean Carriers

●

●

… Channel

●

●

•
•
•
•
•

Other Participant
Node

Ocean Carrier 3 Channel

Other Participant
Node

●

●

Other Participant
Node

●

… Node

Ocean Carrier 2 Channel

Ocean Carrier 3
Node

●

Ocean Carrier 2
Node

GTD
Node

●

Ocean Carrier 1
Node

GTD
Node

Ocean Carrier 1 Channel

Dots designate node participation in
a channel

Other Participants

●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●

GTD and participating ocean carriers will each host and manage a blockchain node; other participants may as well
Each node includes the blockchain platform components as well as dedicated blockchain-managed document storage for that node
A channel will be established for each participating ocean carrier
Sensitive information including documents are distributed only to those nodes participating in a channel; this means that none of a carrier’s
customer information will be distributed to other carriers
Documents are stored on a single node only, and are accessed at runtime by other nodes on a channel as permissions allow
The establishment of the joint venture remain subject to receipt of regulatory approvals. None of the information provided in this document
should be construed in any way as a representation or undertaking with regard to the position to be adopted by Maersk or IBM.
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Shipping Information Pipeline

•

Publish/subscribe services are provided to all permissioned parties in a supply
chain transaction via industry standard REST APIs; ecosystem participants can
continue to use other systems and tools that leverage SIP data

•

Alternatively, the event visibility dashboard (above) will allow users to consume
SIP information in a user-friendly way without using a third party system

•

Competitive information is protected: visibility to shipment events to be controlled
by the parties involved in the shipment who can further delegate access

Paperless Trade

•

Access via REST APIs enable the integration of Paperless Trade to enterprise
software, national single window systems, and other systems of record

•

Alternatively, the Paperless Trade dashboard (above) allows users to upload and
store, review, stamp, and approve document filings directly

•

Workflow driven by Hyperledger Fabric smart contracts ensure all required
approvals are in place

•

All documents are linked to the relevant event data in SIP

The establishment of the joint venture remain subject to receipt of regulatory approvals. None of the information provided in this document
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BENEFITS
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Benefits to
Shippers / Cargo Owners
Pain Points

Benefits

Excessive capital tied up in inventory

Reduces the need to maintain safety stock by providing greater visibility and
predictability in the supply chain

High administrative costs for managing supply
chain transactions

Eliminates manual processes (checking multiple Track and Trace dashboards,
calling/emailing service providers) for obtaining visibility information

Lack of trust regarding the fees on freight invoices,
especially surcharges, requires costly, time-consuming
and error-prone validation steps

Full, trusted visibility on the end-to-end journey of a shipment will enable shippers
to efficiently validate fees and surcharges

High IT costs for integrating with service providers /
logistics partners

Single, standards-based publish/subscribe interface for obtaining visibility data,
eliminates costly maintenance of costly, error-prone point-to-point interfaces with
supply chain; reduces service provider switching costs

High compliance costs for international trade transactions

Eliminates the need to hand-carry physical paper forms to obtain stamps and the
air courier expense for presentation at customs

Border delays due to lost/erroneous paperwork

Improves document turnaround times; makes more expensive air freight less
attractive compared to ocean

High costs charged by customs brokers and freight
forwarders for clearance services

Simplified process and workflow-driven compliance policies enables shippers to
perform the function themselves, potentially at a fraction of the cost

The establishment of the joint venture remain subject to receipt of regulatory approvals. None of the information provided in this document
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Benefits to
Freight forwarders / 3PL
Pain Points

Benefits

Costly manual data collection for population of Track and
Trace dashboards

Common, end-to-end platform provides a single, standard source for supply chain
visibility event data

Costly development and support of point-to-point integrations
with a large network of service providers and logistics partners

Reduces costs by outsourcing the entire interface platform

Too dependent on inland transportation providers for the data
to provide visibility to customers

Multiple mechanisms for obtaining inland transport data (API integrations,
mobile app, IOT devices) allows for a more value-focused sourcing strategy

Limited insight on the performance and availability of
inland transportation providers hampers effective
transportation planning

Historical and current data enables transportation planners to more effectively
plan logistics leading to improved customer satisfaction

High costs and sometimes poor service in providing
customs brokerage services

Improves competitiveness by reducing costs and increasing focus on higher-value
services such as compliance

Long turnaround times on customs process exceptions

Significantly reduces time to correct paperwork errors by connecting source
documents with customs filings via secure audit trail

Difficulties identifying root causes of shipment exceptions
lead to finger pointing

Clear audit trail and data provenance makes it easier to avoid problems, but also
aids in diagnosing and correcting them when they occur

The establishment of the joint venture remain subject to receipt of regulatory approvals. None of the information provided in this document
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Benefits to
Ports and terminal operators
Pain Points

Benefits

Costly development and support of point-to-point EDI
integrations with shipping lines and the port community

Simplifies and reduces the cost of connecting to shipping lines and the broader port
community by leveraging an industry standard platform participants are already
connected to

Inaccurate ETAs lead to poor planning and use of
port and terminal assets

Quick, easy, conversational electronic communications of ETAs for all port
community participants improves utilization of port assets

Suboptimal stack placement

Clearer communication about next mode of transportation provides better data for
stack placement decisions, leading to better truck and vessel service times

Lengthy truck and vessel queues and suboptimal asset
utilization adversely impact port and terminal operations

Accurate and frequently-updated ETAs, improved stack placement, faster service
times, and optimization and predictive capabilities lead to shorter queues at the
port, reduced environmental impact, and better asset planning and utilization
(barges, cranes, etc.)

Lengthy customs clearance processes limit the overall
capacity and efficiency of the port

Clearance is streamlined for shippers using Paperless Trade, reducing the number
of inspections and driving down average dwell times

Highly competitive environment given the rise of global
port capacity and increased clout of a more consolidated
shipping line industry

Drive competitive advantage with cheaper, easier sharing of port data; extend
visibility of information across end-to-end shipping corridors; opportunity to
more fully exploit investment in port community systems
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Benefits to
Ocean carriers
Pain Points

Benefits

Too often, carriers are unable to provide proactive customer
service given lack of visibility of and real-time access to end-toend shipping events

Customer Service agents will have access to more robust event information on a realtime basis for all shipments, enabling immediate responses and freeing up customer
service staff for higher-value services rather than “firefighting”

Highest volume of customer service calls are still for basic status
inquiries

Carriers will be able to feed their e-solutions from the platform data, allowing
customers to self-serve for high volume repetitive inquiries. This will reduce phone
calls and email burden on customer service agents by 20% or more.

Significant revenue leakage due to lack of clarity regarding
responsibility for Detention and Demurrage charges leading to
unnecessary waivers or reductions

Digital audit trail of shipment events makes documenting charges easier, simplifies
compliance with regulatory audits, and reduces staff time managing disputes which
are reduced or eliminated

Mis-declared cargo

Audit trail and immutable records of source documents (packing list, commercial
invoice) deter mis-declaration of goods, increasing safety and improving revenue
accuracy

Time-consuming and expensive integrations with terminals,
depots, and inland carriers

Messages to terminals communicated on a network basis, reducing the cost of
integrating and supporting individual terminals, depots and inland carriers, increasing
flexibility when it comes to choosing / connecting new providers
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Benefits to
Authorities
Pain Points

Benefits

Unnecessary interventions due to late and missing information

More complete information, available earlier and with better provenance, allows for
better targeting and more effective decisions about which containers to inspect

Costly, paper-intensive work

Reduces manual paperwork allowing officers to focus more on risk assessment

Lack of visibility into inland transportation hampers
risk assessments

Visibility into the entire container shipment lifecycle, from empty container pickup to
return, provides authorities with richer risk-assessment information
Blockchain-based digital documents related to inspections and preferential duties
are much more difficult to forge than paper documents

Fraud and forgery are major issues

Availability of original shipping documents reduces temptation to mis-declare goods;
robust audit trail for documents and event data leads to higher probability of catching
bad actors

High effort to integrate new players into the National
Single Window

Allow all parties to simplify the process of connecting to the national Single Window by
leveraging an industry standard platform participants are already connected to
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THE WAY FORWARD
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MORE INFORMATION
Maersk and IBM collaboration press release
http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/53602.wss

Digitizing global trade blog and contact form
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/blockchain/2018/01/digitizing-global-trade-maersk-ibm/

Cross-Border Supply Chain on Blockchain Demo
https://youtu.be/dcddYatMCGQ

A presentation and demo at IBM THINK by Michael White and Marvin Erdly
https://www.ibm.com/events/think/watch/replay/113885828/

Can the cloud lift global trade?
http://www.maersk.com/en/the-maersk-group/about-us/publications/maersk-post/2015-2/can-the-cloud-lift-global-trade

Blockchain application in supply chain news articles
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/04/business/dealbook/blockchain-ibm-bitcoin.html?_r=1
https://www.ft.com/content/a36399fa-a927-11e7-ab66-21cc87a2edde
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Exporters

Freight Forwarders

Logistic actors
internal systems

Ports and Terminals

Ocean Carriers

Port Community Systems;
Terminal Operating Systems

Authorities

Customs
Systems

Supply Chain
Visibility Systems

Inland Transportation

Importers

Supply Chain / Transportation
Management Systems

OPEN PLATFORM
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